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Tekst 1

Get on down: you don’t have to be in London TONY BUCKINGHAM

Dancing, but not in the city
DESCRIBING house music outside London as
“bungalow”, as Cayte Williams does in her article
“Clubbing is dead ... long live clubbing” (Real Life, 14
December), is the attitude of somebody who has
forgotten what house is all about. It is about atmosphere
– something provincial clubs have in abundance precisely
because they reject Williams’s London-centric attitude.
Graeme Atherton
Liverpool

‘The Independent on Sunday’, December 21, 1997
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Tekst 2

Between the sheets

A

MERICANS are upset to hear that the
Lincoln Bedroom in the White House has
become a fund-raising asset. They are shocked
to hear that dozens of the presidents friends
and acquaintances have been allowed to sleep
there, in exchange for hefty donations to the
presidents re-election campaign. Bill Clintons
other money-making enterprises  coffees, dinners, dawn jogs, rounds of golf  pale into
insignificance. This, after all, was the bed in
which Lincoln lay after he was shot, in which
he was embalmed, and in which his young son
died. Could it really have been rented out to
Hollywood moguls, Democratic fat cats and the
delicate mayor of San Francisco, who
complained that it was lumpy? Is nothing
sacred?

In the world of campaign finance, the
answer is no. Everything is for sale. Mr Clinton
may have been more blatant about his price
tags, but his predecessors were equally aware
that a night in the Lincoln Bedroom could
cement a useful friendship. The law of the
game is simple: if you have an asset, milk it. If
he thought it would raise cash, Mr Clinton
would be at the front gate selling turves from
the White House lawn and fibres from the Oval
Office carpet. Of course, as The Economist has
said before, it would be wonderful if the need
to raise huge sums of money disappeared from
American politics. But since it will not do so
any time soon, why not make use of Abe
Lincolns bed?

‘The Economist’, March 8, 1997
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Tekst 3
Search

In the News
National
Texas&Southwest

Site Map

Archive

1

A month after the American Film Institute unveiled its much-debated
selection of the 100 greatest American-made movies, the editorial board of
the Modern Library has selected the 100 best English-language novels
published this century. James Joyce’s Ulysses, a book many people were
5 bewildered by in college, was the top vote-getter, followed by F. Scott
Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby. Ian Jackman, managing director of the
Modern Library, said the panel of 10 scholars and writers who chose the
novels has been debating its selections for more than a year, so they weren’t
inspired by the national attention the American Film Institute got.
10 Nevertheless the list has stirred controversy because of the titles and authors
it excludes and because the selections were made almost entirely by men.

2

Although William Kennedy’s Ironweed from 1983 is included, many current,
highly regarded writers are left out, such as Don DeLillo and Thomas
Pynchon. Other prominent omissions include Irish Nobel Prize-winner
15 Samuel Beckett and Raymond Chandler, even though fellow hard-boiled
writers Dashiell Hammett and James M. Cain appear.

3

But the fact that British novelist A.S. Byatt is the only woman on the panel
and only nine of the chosen books are by women has come in for the most
comment. Women writers not featured include Doris Lessing, Toni Morrison
20 and Eudora Welty.

4

“I think it’s sort of an attempt to exert control on people’s reading and
thinking and appreciation of literature that really smacks of a sense of
desperation,” said Dr. Meta G. Carstarphen, poet and professor of journalism
at the University of North Texas. “I’m appalled that in the latter years of this
25 century, when so many strides have been made by very strong women writers,
by multicultural writers, by international writers, when we really are seeing some
extraordinary writing, that the list doesn’t acknowledge these developments.

5

“I’m just stunned by what’s on the Top 10. There really are some parallels
with this very male protagonist who must make his way in the world – the
30 male coming-of-age – but there are other ways of talking about the human
experience than through the eyes of a pubescent or young white male. One
also should be encouraged to read novels that look at the coming-of-age
experience in other contexts, such as in writings by Sandra Cisneros or Alice
Walker or Toni Morrison…”

6

35

7

“The Modern Library board is an old institution, made up mostly of men,
and we’re addressing that now,” said Ann Godoff, president and editor in
40 chief of publishers Random House, which includes the Modern Library as
one of its divisions and publishes 59 of the 100 novels on the list.

8

“To increase gender and ethnic diversity, the board will be doubled in size,”
Ms. Godoff said. “If the list speaks to anything, it speaks to the need for
more voices.” Random House hopes to achieve this in time for its next lists,
45 the top 100 non-fiction books and the top 100 books, fiction and non-fiction,
to be released in 1999 and 2000, respectively.
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List of best 20th-century novels
in English stirs debate
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Scott Gonzalez, who teaches ninth- and 10th-graders at St. Mark’s School of
Texas, a private boy’s school in Dallas, agreed. “Oh, come on,” he said, laughing about the list. “There’s not much broadness of opinion going on here.”

Jerome Weeks, ‘The Dallas Morning News’, July 21, 1998
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Tekst 4

LETTERS
Smoking slaves
Sir–You are right to urge the larger
tobacco companies to come clean about
the addictiveness of nicotine (March
29th). But you fall into the trap of also
arguing that smokers exercise their
freedom by “choosing” to smoke. Yet
the very nature of addiction is that it
denies an addict the freedom of choice,
as he or she becomes a slave to the
drug. Of the 14m smokers in Britain,
for instance, more than 9m say they
would rather be non-smokers.
No smoker makes a decision to
become hooked. To apply terms such as
“reasoned calculation” and “informed
decisions” to the situation of the addict
is naive. An addict is fully aware that he

or she is acting in a manner which is in
direct contradiction to his or her rational
judgment, but simply feels unable to
stop. Indeed a drug addict is a victim of
one of the worst forms of slavery.
London
ALLEN CARR

SIR–You ignore one point important
to those of us who are non-smokers.
Whereas second-hand heart attacks
and second-hand skiing accidents are
quite rare, second-hand smoke is both
harmful and obnoxious.
Cheswick,
G. ANTHONY
Pennsylvania
PARKER
‘The Economist’, April 12, 1997
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Tekst 5

Healthy, wealthy
and wise?
Anthony Holden reviews

Living on the Lottery
by Hunter Davies

C

an money buy happiness?
 13 ! comes the
unanimous reply from the
new breed to have won it rather
than earned it. Houses, cars and
sunshine holidays are the almost
universal measure of happiness
to the national lotterys growing
ranks of overnight multimillionaires.
Hunter Davies spent the lotterys first year of operation
tracking 12 of the biggest winners prepared to talk to him. All
say they are happier than they
were before, even if their
relatives are not speaking to
them and their marriages have
broken up. Only one of them,
14
John from Durham,
about his increased happiness
quotient. After seven years on
the dole he had just landed a job
as kitchen porter when that
golden finger pointed his way.
All too soon, of course, he had
regretfully given it up, and
started Spanish lessons with a
view to buying a villa. But he
still risks £3 a week on the
lottery.
In fact, perplexity remains the
only real barrier between John
15 . Most of Daviess
and
other subjects soon got over
that, and were proudly showing
him their new BMWs, detached
houses with swimming pools,
and holiday snaps from
Disneyland. Some had taken
professional advice, and in-

vested their money wisely;
others just left it sitting in their
new account, far more than they
could ever spend.
16
The dark side of
can
be embarrassment and guilt, the
sudden emergence of countless
long-lost relatives, and, above
all, pursuit by the tabloid press 
symbolised by Lenny Lottery, a
Sun reporter who changed his
17
name for the purpose.
even his attentions are a cheap
price to pay for the blessings
conferred by untold wealth, all
of them blissfully material.
Thirty million Britons (65% of
the population) spend an average of £2.48 each week on the
national lottery, despite odds of
14m-1 against winning. In its
first year of operation it rapidly
became the biggest lottery in the
world, far exceeding expectations, with a total take of more
than £5 billion. It also became
one of Britains biggest retail
businesses, achieving in one
year the kind of turnover built in
a century by firms the size of
Boots, Guinness and Cadbury
Schweppes.
18
The
of all this, and
indeed the lottery itself, is not
Daviess concern. Thus there are
no interviews here with the
families who spend more on the
lottery than on food for their
children, the families broken up
by not winning. Nor has he any
qualms about the huge salaries
and bonuses the Lotterys
directors pay themselves. So it is
slightly unfortunate that he is on
first-name terms with them.

Nor does his brief run to discussion
of
the
worthy
causes1), the damage done to
existing charities and related
businesses or the pros and cons
of Yorkshire miners subsidising
opera-going London toffs. The
19
lotterys side-effects on
are apparently of no interest to
its winners, either, for very few
of them have given so much as a
penny to charity, nor even a box
of chocolates to the retailer who
received a princely 5p for selling
them that lucky ticket.
Davies prefers to confine himself to the 20 dimension of
this unique saga, the study of
extraordinary things happening
to ordinary people. His beady
eye misses nothing, marvelling
where others might patronise, as
he knocks on the doors of
council houses concealing some
of the richest families in the
land. So good-natured a reporter
is he that one feels almost guilty,
of sour grapes if not snobbery,
for tiring of the interminable
detail of their 21 pre-lottery
lives.
Post-lottery life is more interesting, if equally repetitive. The
best detail here comes on page
one, when a Lancashire farmhand named Steve hides his
£2.8m win from his own mother,
who lives upstairs. A year and
200 pages later, when the family
has moved to an eight-bedroom
Lake District manor house, she
still has no idea, even though
they are eating out more at
McDonalds.
Winning the lottery is harder
to cope with than losing a
relative, Davies quotes one of
the lugubrious advisers assigned by Camelot to its jackpot
winners. As hard as he tries,
however, Davies just cannot
make me feel sorry for 22 .
‘The Sunday Times’,
November 3, 1996

A substantial amount of money made by the National Lottery goes to charities and the arts
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Tekst 6

Bomber stamp
Sir: Will the Post Office be
following up the obnoxious and
insensitive depiction of RAF
bombers over Dresden on the
new Royal Mail stamps by a
series of images showing burning
buildings and dead babies?
Alternatively, if this is too
offensive, perhaps images of
Luftwaffe aircraft over London
might be a better reminder of
what exactly is being
commemorated here. In the
meantime, could the Post Office
explain how we can write to our
friends in Dresden with any
decency?
EAMONN MOLLOY
NICK HUNT
Lonsdale College
Lancaster University
‘The Independent’,
November 6, 1997
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Tekst 7

Freedom, guns and women
here is a stout tradition in politics of posing as

1

Tsomething you’re not. Bill Clinton secured his
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re-election by sounding like a Republican.
65
Republican Newt Gingrich tried to boost his ratings
afterwards by sounding like a Democrat. Now the
National Rifle Association  champion of macho
hunters  is doing the same thing. Fully 85% of the
NRA’s 2.8m members are men. No matter: the NRA
70
is going feminist.
The women’s movement at the NRA is led by
Tanya Metaksa, the organisation’s chief lobbyist.
Hoping to extend the NRA’s appeal, Mrs Metaksa
has launched a book. It is a how-to manual for
75
women seeking to be safe. Its message is that
women’s liberty and gun liberty are inextricably 7
bound together.
This proposition starts with the warnings
plastered over the book’s cover.
Three out of four women will have a
crime committed against them in
their lifetime, it claims. The police
won’t help: there are no arrests in
approximately 56% of all violent
crimes. The courts won’t help: half
of all convicted rapists spend less
than one year in jail. Husbands and
boyfriends won’t help: 60% of female murder victims were killed by
people they know. Thanks to the
progress of feminism thus far,
women are assuming more responsiblity at work. Now it is time for
women to rise up and take care of
their own safety.
Mrs Metaksa’s book explains how to do this.
Fortify your home. Trim garden shrubs so that they
cannot obscure a man-sized figure. Forget glass
doors: they are too easily smashed. Keep a cell
100
phone handy, in case he cuts your telephone lines.
As a pedestrian, walk against the traffic: that way
you will not be surprised by car-borne baddies who 9
sneak up from behind. As a motorist, don’t sit in a
parked car studying the map. Fasten your belt and
105
fire up the engine in no more than five seconds.
Last, but certainly not least, think about keeping the
kind of gun that fires bullets.
These safety guidelines may sound a little strict.
But, empowered by the feminist age, women are
110
prepared to take great pains to increase their life
expectancy. They go to great lengths to have themselves checked for breast cancer; and each year
180,000 cases of this disease are diagnosed  a 10
quantity, Mrs Metaksa notes, equal to the total
115
number of rapes that get reported annually.
Women get themselves checked for cervical cancer,
too: each year 5,000 women die of this disease, the
same number as are murdered. Only a reactionary
anti-feminist could possibly object to the idea that
women should protect themselves by owning guns.
This linking of feminism and guns is a clever
political move. So clever, in fact, that it may prevent

8

further undermining of the NRA’s goals. In 1993 Mr
Clinton signed the Brady Law, imposing a five-day
waiting limit on people wishing to buy guns; in
1994 he won a ban on 19 types of assault weapon;
in last year’s election, gun controllers defeated
several pro-gun candidates. All this comes after a
quarter of a century in which nobody dared take on
the NRA, and not one piece of gun-control
legislation was passed at the federal level. Flushed
with these successes, gun controllers have begun to
hope that America may soon come round to the
European view, which is that the right to bear arms
and the right to arm bears deserve roughly equal
sympathy.
But now comes the feminist counter-punch.
Whereas violent crime against men has declined in
the past five years, violence against women has increased. Moreover, nine out of
80 ten violent attacks on women
are carried out by men. The
NRA has organised women to
lobby for laws that permit the
carrying of concealed guns:
85 unarmed women are more
vulnerable than unarmed
men, the argument goes, so
women have most to gain
from concealed weapons. In
90 recent years, concealed-carry
laws have duly passed in 31
states.
The gun lobbyists hope that
8
this advance will change the
95 wider gun debate. The more
women carry guns, the more the gun lobby will be
identified with the victims of crime rather than with
the criminals. Until now, opinion polls have
suggested that women were keener than men on
gun control. If women were to come around, the
NRA’s influence would expand considerably.
Unfortunately for the gun lobby, women may
not come around. So far, rather few have taken to
packing guns in their handbags: Florida’s records,
for example, show that women account for only
15% of concealed-carry licences. Unless this
changes, the gun lobby’s feminist pose may not
convince anyone for long. People may start
pointing out annoying facts: that guns kept at home
are more likely to be used on a family member than
on an unknown assailant; that countries which
forbid guns suffer less violence than America.
Those foreign countries, highly critical of
America’s gun laws, will not like Mrs Metaksa’s
book. But she is already preparing her response.
“The Japanese and Chinese and the UN are coming
to deny Americans their rights under their own
national sovereignty,” she growls. Perhaps there is
another book in this.

‘The Economist’, June 14, 1997
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Tekst 8

E-mail Marvin!

TV’s Leftover Turkeys / Networks serve up same old slop
as cable offers fresh menu
1

WEEK AFTER WEEK, there are reports in the papers about the
ratings decline for the four major commercial networks. Once
watched by 96 percent of the audience, the four networks in prime
time set a new record the week of the July Fourth holiday, at 44
5 percent. The week before it was 45 percent. Even more ominously,
for the first time in recorded history, during the week of June 22
more TV households were watching cable than the four networks.

2

The networks blame their decline on the growth of the Internet,
bad luck, El Niño. I don’t care if they blame it on the fall of the
10 Roman empire. I blame it on stupidity, collective arrogance and
awesome corporate blindness.

3

Network thinking about the consuming public always seemed to
be based on the philosophy of the toilet paper industry. Even if you
keep reducing the number of sheets on a roll, there will always be a
15 demand for the product.
For years the networks have been addressing the audience erosion
problem. Their latest exciting attempt to address it this summer is
reruns. The programs you didn’t want to see the first time around,
you have the chance to see again.

4

20

6

It’s too bad the giants don’t see they are being eaten up by the
pygmies, little bites at a time. Network television just doesn’t have
30 appeal anymore, what with all the alternatives. Yet, why is the cable
audience growing in July and August? Why is it that people would
rather pay than go near the networks’ schedules?

7
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And why are they doing this? Economics. They need to run a
show a second time, it’s argued, to pay for the high costs of the
original program. Why are costs so high? Pray tell: Could it be they
overpay the performers, e.g. Tim Allen, Paul Reiser and Helen
Hunt, all of whom broke the million-dollars-an-episode barrier this
25 spring? Not to mention the obscene contracts they give to the
writers who create the new garbage. This is not only baloney, but
economic suicide.

5

Cable started out as a way to get people to overpay for what they
used to get for free. But somewhere along the line cable executives

9
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stumbled on a new idea. At some point, people would get tired of
reruns, as incredible as that might seem. Who, I would like to know,
is the genius who first told cable that? Who was the Einstein of the
entertainment world who came up with the concept of giving the
people something they hadn’t seen before, so-called “original
40 programing?” I don’t know. It was probably some consultant paid
millions by the cable industry who came up with the concept of
giving people a reason to watch TV in the summer.
35

8

In the land of the blind, as it is said, the one-eyed man is king. Call
me Cyclops2), but here is my plan to keep the networks from going
45 the way of the dinosaurs: Hire the genius who gave cable the
amazing concept of original programing in the summertime.
Summer should be the time of experimentation, as I have been
arguing for more than a quarter-century now, for trying what they
are afraid to do in the fall when the stakes are so high.

9

50

So what if these “experimental” shows don’t work out. Good or
bad, it really doesn’t matter. We are all used to bad programing; it’s
the last thing we would hold against an ambitious network. The
point about cable TV’s new programing is that it doesn’t have to be
good or even innovative – it’s enough that it hasn’t been seen
55 before. I guess that’s why the movie industry is still in business. It’s
based on seeing something for the first time.
Marvin Kitman, ‘Newsday’, July 15, 1998

Cyclops: one-eyed giant in Greek mythology
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Tekst 9 Product Literature
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Tekst 10 BBC Online Web Guide - Films
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Tekst 11 Encyclopaedia Britannica
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